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INTRODUCTION
Hecke algebras of type B play an important role in the representation
theory of finite unitary and symplectic groups and many other branches of
mathematics. They can be viewed as deformations of the group algebras of
the Weyl groups of type B which are also called hyperoctahedral groups.
w xIn this article we continue our work from 12, 13 and show that given a
Ž .pair w s w , w of non-negative integers, a complete discrete valuation1 2
ring O and parameters q, Q g O, there is only a finite number of Morita
equivalence classes of blocks of Hecke algebras of type B over O with
parameters q, Q whose weight tuple is w.
w xIn 6 , Dipper and James developed the representation theory of Hecke
algebras of type B. In particular, the irreducible representations and the
blocks can be parametrized by bipartitions, the decomposition matrices are
unitriangular, and an analogue of the Nakayama conjecture holds. Hence
we can assign to each block of a Hecke algebra a pair of non-negative
w xintegers, a so-called weight tuple. Furthermore, in 16 , Pfeiffer proved a
Ž .type B analogue of the Littlewood]Richardson rule Proposition 3.5 .
Ž .In Section 1 we introduce the notion of a combinatorial w : k -pair
Ž . Ž .Definition 1.4 which we use to define w : k -pairs of blocks B, B ofi i
Ž . Ž . ŽHecke algebras H W and H W of type B over F, respectively seeF n F nyk i
.Definition 2.11 . Here F denotes the residue class field of O. Using the
Branching Rule which is a special case of the Littlewood]Richardson rule
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of type B we set up a one to one correspondence between the irreducible
ordinary representations in B and B. Under this correspondence, the
dominance order and e-regularity of partitions are preserved. Using the
unitriangularity of the decomposition matrices of B and B this allows us
to set up inductively a similar bijection between the simple modules in B
Ž .and B Lemma 4.2 . This implies that the blocks B and B have the same
decomposition matrices and therefore also the same Cartan matrices
Ž .Corollary 4.3 . In Section 5 we study the behavior of the simple modules
Ž .in the block B under restriction to B m H S . Her S is the symmet-F F k ki i
w xric group of degree k . We develop the methods from 13 further in thei
sense that we do not use standard bases but work as long as possible on
the level of ordinary representations, using the Littlewood]Richardson
rule of type B. In Section 6 we set up a pair of functors G, GX between
Xmod-B and mod-B. We show that G is a left adjoint to G and using our
results from Section 5 we can also prove that both functors are exact and
map simple modules to simple modules. These three properties ensure
Ž .that the blocks B and B are Morita equivalent see Theorem 6.3 . Using a
general argument we can lift this statement to the corresponding blocks
Ž . Ž . Ž .B and B of H W and H W , respectively see Theorem 6.5 . ThisO O O n O nyk
enables us to prove the main result mentioned in the beginning.
Ž .1. COMBINATORIAL w : k -PAIRS
1.1. Let a be a non-negative integer. A composition of a is a sequence of
non-negative integers whose sum is a. If the sequence is nonincreasing,
the composition l is called a partition of a, written l & a. Let m be a
natural number. A partition is called m-singular, if it contains m equal
nonzero parts. If a partition is not m-singular it is called m-regular. All
partitions are ‘-regular. On the set of partitions of a we define a partial
order 1, the dominance order of partitions in the following way. Lety
l, m & a. Then l 1 m if and only ify
j j
l F mÝ Ýi i
is1 is1
w xfor all j G 1. The Young diagram l of l & a is given by the set
Ž . < 4i, j i, j g N, 1 F j F l of ordered pairs. The elements of a Youngi
w xdiagram are called boxes. We display a Young diagram l as an array of
boxes where we draw l boxes in each row. When drawing such an arrayi
Ž .we shall adopt the convention that the first coordinate the row index i
Žincreases as one goes downwards and the second coordinate the column
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.index j increases as one goes from left to right. Given l & a and a
positive integer m we can remove rim-m-hooks from l to leave an m-core
Ž w x.see 10, Theorem 2.7.16 . The number of hooks removed is called the
m-weight of l.
Ž .1.2. Let l s l , . . . , l & a. A sequence b ) b ) . . . ) b , t G s, of1 s 1 2 t
non-negative integers satisfying
l y i q t , i F sib si ½ yi q t , i ) s
 4is called a sequence of b-numbers for l. The set b , b , . . . , b is called a1 2 t
t-element b-set for l. A b-set can be displayed on an abacus which is
numbered as shown below, with a bead at position b for each 1 F i F t.i
0 y 1 y ??? y m y 2 y m y 1
< < < <
m m q 1 2m y 2 2m y 1
< < < <
2m 2m q 1 3m y 2 3m y 1
< < < <
. . . .. . . .. . . .
When using a display as above we say that the numbers i, m q i, 2m q i,
Ž .etc. belong to the i q 1 st runner of the abacus and that r y 1 is one
place left to r for r G 1. Sliding a bead up one place on its runner from
position r to r y m corresponds to removing a rim-m-hook from the
w x Ž w x.Young diagram l see 10, Theorem 2.7.13 . Hence it is easy to read off
the m-core and the m-weight from the abacus display of l. Moving a bead
one place to the left from position r to r y 1 corresponds to removing a
w xnode from l .
Ž Ž1. Ž2..1.3. An a-bipartition of n is an ordered pair l s l , l of partitions
where lŽ1. & a and lŽ2. & n y a. We say that l is a bipartition of n if it is
an a-bipartition of n for some a. On the set of a-bipartitions of n we
define a partial order 1 , called the dominance order of a-bipartitions of n,ay
Ž Ž1. Ž2.. Ž Ž1. Ž2.. Ž1. Ž1. Ž2. Ž2.where l , l 1 m , m if and only if l 1 m and l 1 m . Weay y y
display bipartitions of n using ordered pairs of Young diagrams, b-sets,
and abacus displays. Let m be a positive integer. The bipartition l is
called m-regular if both, lŽ1. and lŽ2. are m-regular partitions.
The central definition is the following.
DEFINITION 1.4. Let M be the set of all partitions of a which haveb
Ž . Ž .m-core b s b , b , . . . , b , b / 0, and m-weight w if b & 0 set r s 0 .1 2 r r
Ž .Display an r q mw -element b-set of b on an abacus with m-runners.
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Assume that there exists an i, 2 F i F m, such that the ith runner contains
Ž .k more beads than the i y 1 st runner and that k G w. Then we can swap
Ž .the ith and the i y 1 st runner to obtain the abacus display of a partition
b of a y mw y k. Let M be the set of all partitions of a y k which haveb
m-core b. We then say that the sets M and M form a combinatorialb b
Ž .w : k -pair.
Note 1. Since we move k different beads we remove k boxes from k
w xdifferent rows of b . Since there is a gap before each of the k beads
w xmoved, all these nodes belong to different columns of b . Hence all boxes
w xremoved belong to different rows and columns of b .
w x1.5. In 17, Sect. 2 , Scopes sets up a bijection between the partitions in
M and the partitions in M . Let l be a partition in M . If we display anb b b
Ž .r q mw -element b-set of b on an abacus with m runners, Scopes shows
that there are exactly k beads on the ith runner which can be moved into
Ž . Ž .the i y 1 st runner. Moving these k beads from the ith to the i y 1 st
Ž .runner gives the abacus display of an r q mw -element b-set of a parti-
tion l which lies in M . This sets up a bijectionb
F s l ‹ l : M “ M .Ž . b b
LEMMA 1.6. The map F preser¤es
Ž w x.1. the lexicographic order of partitions see 17, Lemma 2.2 and
Ž w x.2. m-singularity and m-regularity of partitions see 17, Lemma 2.3 .
Proof. Scopes does not need, in her proofs, that the number of runners
of the abacus is a prime number. Also note for the first part that the
lexicographic order extends the dominance order of partitions. Hence
Scopes' Lemma 2.2 implies the first part.
2. HECKE ALGEBRAS OF TYPE B
2.1. Consider the Dynkin diagram of type B , which is given byn
v v v v v???
s s s s s0 1 2 ny2 ny1
Corresponding to this diagram we define a finite group W , the Weyl groupn
Ž .of type B or hyperoctahedral group which is given by generators s , s ,n 0 1
. . . , s and defining relationsny1
s2 s 1, 0 F i F n y 1i
X < <s s s s s i y j / 1i j j i
s s s s s s s , 1 F i F n y 2i iq1 i iq1 i iq1
s s s s s s s s s .0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
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w xBy 8, Sec. 2.10 , the group W is isomorphic to C X S where C is then 2 n 2
Ž .cyclic group of order two generated by s and S is the symmetric group0 n
Ž .of degree n, generated by s , s , . . . , s . The length l w of an element1 2 ny1
w g W is the length of the shortest word in the generators s which isn i
Ž .  4equal to it. If l w s k and w s ¤ ? ??? ? ¤ with each ¤ g s , . . . , s ,1 k i 0 ny1
this expression is called a reduced expression for w.
2.2. Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and suppose that q and Q are
Ž . Žarbitrary elements of R. The Hecke algebra of type B, H W , orR , Q, q n
Ž . .H W for short over R with respect to q and Q is defined in theR n
Ž .  < 4following way. As an R-module, H W is free with basis T w g W .R , Q, q n w n
Ž .The element T is a multiplicative identity for H W and for r g R,1 R , Q, q n
Ž .we abbreviate rT by r. The multiplication in H W satisfies the1 R , Q, q n
following rules:
2 Ž .1. T s Q q Q y 1 T ;s s0 0
2 Ž .2. T s q q q y 1 T , for 1 F i F n y 1;s si i
3. if w s ¤ ? ??? ? ¤ is a reduced expression for w g W then T s1 l n w
T ? ??? ? T .¤ ¤1 l
w x X  4By 2, 68.1 , these relations define an algebra. Let S : s , s , . . . , s0 1 ny1
and W X be the subgroup of W which is generated by SX. The subgroup W Xn
Ž X.is called a parabolic subgroup of W . The R-module H W which isn R , Q, q
 < X4 Ž .generated by T w g W is, in fact, an R-subalgebra of H W , calledw R , Q, q n
Ž .a parabolic subalgebra of H W . Of particular interest for us are theR n
 4parabolic subgroups which are generated by S s s , . . . , s and S s1 1 ny1 2
 4s , s , . . . , s , s , . . . , s . It follows directly from the presenta-0 1 nyky1 nykq1 ny1
² : ² :tion of W that S is isomorphic to S and S is isomorphic ton 1 n 2
W = S .nyk k
Ž w x.2.3. see 6, Definition 4.4 . Let q be a unit in R. If n is a positive
integer we define
ny1
if Q, q s Q q q g R .Ž . Ž .Łn
Ž .isy ny1
2.4. For the rest of the article we fix a complete discrete valuation ring
O and two elements q, Q g O subject to the following conditions:
1. q is a unit in O ;
Ž .2. f Q, q is a unit in O for all positive integers n;n
Ž .3. let K be the field of fractions of O. Then H W is semisim-K , Q, q n
ple for all positive integers n.
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Let F be the residue class field of O. Then we denote q m 1 andO F
Q m 1 by q and Q, respectively. Since q is a unit in O the element q isO F
 4nonzero in F. We shall use the following abbreviations. For R g K, O we
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .denote H W by H W and H W by H W . The algebraR , Q, q n R n F , Q, q n F n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H W is an order in H W and H W s H W m F. This gives us aO n K n F n O n O
Ž . Ž . Ž .decomposition map from H W to H W along H W , by reducingK n F n O n
Ž . Ž .O-forms of H W -modules. If M is a H W -module, we denote aK n K n
reduction of an O-form of M by M .F
22.5. Let e be the least positive integer r such that 1 q q q q
ry1q ??? qq s 0. If no such integer exists, we define e s ‘.
w x2.6. In 3, 4, 11 , Dipper, James, and Mathas determined complete sets
Ž . Ž .of simple H S - and H S -modules and the block decomposition ofK , q n F , q n
Ž . Ž .H S . For each partition l of n they constructed an H S -moduleF , q n O , q n
Sl, a so called Specht module. We denote the corresponding character of
S by x l. If l runs through the partitions of n, the modules Sl m K given O
Ž .a complete set of nonisomorphic simple H S -modules. If l is e-regu-K , q n
lar, Sl m F has a unique maximal submodule and we denote its factorO
module by Dl. If l runs through the e-regular partitions of n, the modules
l Ž .D give a complete set of nonisomorphic simple H S -modules. Fur-F , q n
thermore, the composition multiplicity d of D m in Sn m F is zeronm O
unless m 2 n and d s 1 for all e-regular partitions m of n. The blocksmmy
Ž .of H S are parametrized by e-cores of partitions of n and a moduleF , q n
D m or Sn m F lies in a block which is parametrized by the e-core s , ifO
and only if m or n have e-core s , respectively.
w x2.7. In 6 , Dipper and James constructed complete sets of simple
Ž . Ž .H W - and H W -modules. Building on their construction of the simpleK n F n
Ž . Ž .H S - and H S -modules they construct for each bipartition l sK , q n F , q n
Ž Ž1. Ž2.. Ž . l  4l , l of n an H W -module S , where R g K, O, F , such thatR n R
Sl s Sl m F and Sl s Sl m K. If l is e-regular then Sl has a uniqueF O O K O O F
maximal submodule and we denote the factor module by Dl. If m is an
e-regular bipartition of n, we denote the composition multiplicity of D m in
Sl by d . We denote the irreducible character of W corresponding to lF lm n
by x l.
 ŽlŽ1., lŽ2.. < Ž1. Ž2. 4THEOREM 2.8. 1. The set S 0 F a F n, l & a, l & n y aK
Ž . Ž wforms a complete set of nonisomorphic simple H W -modules see 6,K n
x.Corollary 5.6 .
 ŽlŽ1., lŽ2.. < Ž1. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2.2. The set D 0 F a F n, l & a, l & n y a; l , l e-regu-
4 Ž . Ž wlar forms a complete set of nonisomorphic simple H W -modules see 6,F n
x.Theorem 5.3 .
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Ž Ž1. Ž2..3. Let m s m , m be an e-regular a-bipartition of n. Let l s
Ž Ž1. Ž2..l , l be a b-partition of n. Then d s 0 if a / b and if a s b thenlm
d s d Ž1. Ž1. d Ž2. Ž2.. In particular, d / 0 implies that lŽ1. 1 mŽ1. and lŽ2.lm l m l m lm yŽ2. Ž w x.1 m . Furthermore, d s 1 see 6, Theorem 5.8 .mmy
Ž .Finally we recall a parametrization of the blocks of H W and theF n
distribution of the modules Sl and Dl into these blocks.F
w x Ž .Ž1. Ž2.THEOREM 2.9 6, Theorem 5.10 . The blocks B of H W area, s , s F n
Ž Ž1. Ž2..parametrized by triples a, s , s , where a is an integer with 0 F a F n,
the partition s Ž1. is an e-core of a partition of a, and s Ž2. is an e-core of
Ž . ŽlŽ1., lŽ2..a partition of n y a. The H W -module S belongs to the blockF n
B Ž1. Ž2. if and only if lŽ1. is a partition of a whose e-core is s Ž1. and lŽ2. isa, s , s
a partition of n y a whose e-core is s Ž2..
Note 2. Since O is a complete discrete valuation ring we can lift block
Ž . Ž .idempotents from H W to H W . Hence we obtain a parametrizationF n O n
Ž .of the blocks of H W by the same objects as in the parametrization ofO n
Ž . Ž . ŽlŽ1., lŽ2..the blocks of H W . Furthermore, the H W -module S belongsF n O n
Ž Ž1. Ž2.. Ž1.to the block which is parametrized by a, s , s if and only if l is a
partition of a whose e-core is s Ž1. and lŽ2. is a partition of n y a whose
e-core is s Ž2..
Ž . Ž1 . Ž2 .DEFINITION 2.10. i Let B s B be a block ofa , s , s
Ž .  4 Ž1. Ž2.H W , where R g O, F . Let s be a partition of a y w e and s beR n 1
Ž .a partition of n y a y w e. The tuple w , w is called the weight tuple of2 1 2
B.
Ž . Ž .ii Let l be a bipartition of n and let B be a block of H W . WeF n
say that the bipartition l lies in the block B if the module Sl lies in theF
block B.
Ž .Ž1. Ž2.Let B s B be a block of H W . We can also parametrize B bya, s , s F n
Ž .Ž1. Ž2. Ž i.an ordered pair of sets M , M , where for i s 1, 2 the set M is thes s s
Ž .Ž . Ž i.set of all partitions of a q i y 1 n y 2 a whose e-core is s . We can
Ž .apply the definition of a combinatorial w : k -pair to blocks of Hecke
algebras of type B.
 4 Ž1. Ž2.DEFINITION 2.11. Let R g O, F and let B s B be a block ofa, s , s
Ž . Ž .  4H W whose weight tuple is w , w . Suppose that for some i g 1, 2R n 1 2
Ž .Ž .there exists an e-core b & a q i y 1 n y 2 a y ew y k such that thei i
Ž .Ž i.sets M and M form a combinatorial w : k -pair. Let B be the blocks b i i
Ž1. Ž2.Ž . Ž .of H W which is parametrized by the triple a, s , s whereR nyk i
Ž2.a y k , b , s , i s 1Ž .1Ž1. Ž2.a, s , s s .Ž .
Ž1.½ a, s , b , i s 2Ž .
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Ž . Ž .Then the blocks B and B of H W and H W , respectively, form aR n R nyk i
Ž .w : k -pair of blocks.i i
Ž .2.12. The map F which we defined in 1.5 induces naturally a map
F from the set of bipartitions of n which lie in B to the set ofB, B
bipartitions of n y k which lie in the block B. Furthermore, a bipartitioni
Ž .l which lies in B is e-regular if and only if F l is e-regular.B, B
3. INDUCTION AND RESTRICTION,
LITTLEWOOD]RICHARDSON RULES
X Ž X.3.1. Let W be a parabolic subgroup of W and H W the correspond-n R
Ž .  4ing parabolic subalgebra of H W . Here R g K, O, F . Let M be aR n
Ž . Ž X. Ž . HRŽWn.right H W -module. The induced H W -module M › is definedR R n
HRŽWn. Ž . Ž . Ž .Xby M › s M m H W . Given a right H W -module N, weH ŽW . R n R nR
Ž X. Xdefine the restricted H W -module N x by restricting the action ofR H ŽW .R
Ž . Ž X .H W on N to that of H W . Over K, both, restriction and induction,R n R
 4commute with specializations. Namely, for f : Q, q “ 1, the following
diagrams commute.
f f6 6Ž . Ž .mod- H W mod- H Wmod-KW mod-KWK n K n
6
6n n
H ŽW .Xx nKX ››xH ŽW . K WK KW n
6
6
X X X X6 6Ž . Ž .mod- H W mod-KW mod- H W mod-KWK Kf f
Ž X. w x3.2. For an H W -module V we denote by V the correspondingF
Ž X. Ž .element of the Grothendieck group of H W . Let M and N be H W -F K n
Ž X.and H W -modules, respectively. ThenK
H ŽW . H ŽW .K n F nX XM x s M x and N › s N › .Ž .Ž .H ŽW . F H ŽW . FFK FF
Ž .In the next section and in Section 5 we study blocks B and B of H WF n
Ž . Ž .  4and H W which form a w : k -pair for some i g 1, 2 . In particular,F nyk i ii
Ž . Ž .we study the behavior of the simple H W - and H W -modules in BF n K n
Ž .under restriction to the block B and B m H S . The behavior of theF F k i
Ž . Ž . Ž .simple H W -modules in B under restriction to H W and H WF n F nyk F nyki i
Ž . Ž .m H S is, by 3.2 , connected to the behavior of the correspondingF F k i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H W -modules under restriction to H W and H W m H S ,K n K nyk K nyk K K ki i i
Ž . Ž .respectively. Using 3.1 , we can instead of studying H W -modules, alsoK n
study the corresponding KW -modules. The behavior of the ordinaryn
irreducible characters of W under restriction to W and to W m Sn n- k nyk ki i i
has been described in the Littlewood]Richardson rule for type B by
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w xPfeiffer in 16 . The Littlewood]Richardson rule for type B mainly relies
on the Littlewood]Richardson rule for symmetric groups. In order to state
these rules, we have to introduce some more combinatorics.
w x w x3.3. Let l & n and m & m be partitions with m : l . The set-theo-
w x w xretic difference l _ m is called a skew diagram. A tableau T is a map T :
w x w x w x w xl _ m “ N. The skew diagram l _ m is called the shape of T and the
Ž . < w x w x < Ž . 4 <sequence n , n , . . . , where n s x g l _ m T x s i , is called the1 2 i
weight of T. A tableau T is called semistandard if the values of T increase
w x w xalong the rows of l _ m and increase strictly along the columns of
w x w xl _ m . A tableau T is called standard if it is semistandard and each of
the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n y m appears exactly once. From a tableau T we
Ž .derive a word w T by reading the symbols in T from right to left in
successive rows starting with the top row. Let w s a a ??? a be a word in1 2 N
Ž . < <the symbols 1, 2, . . . , n. The sequence m , m , . . . , m where m s j 1 F1 2 n i
4 <j F N, a s i is called the weight of the word w. The word w is said to be aj
lattice permutation If for 1 F r F N and 1 F i F n y 1, the number of
occurrences of the symbol i in a a ??? a is not less than the number of1 2 r
occurrences of i q 1.
Ž w x .Note 3 see 15 , p. 148, Remark . A lattice permutation w s a a ??? a1 2 N
Ž .of weight d may be described by a standard tableau T w of shape d , in
which the symbol r occurs in the a th row, for 1 F r F N. This gives ar
bijection between the lattice permutations of weight d and the standard
tableaux of shape d .
We can now state the Littlewood]Richardson rule for symmetric groups.
Žw x .PROPOSITION 3.4 15 , I.9.2 . Let S be the symmetric group of degree nn
and let k be an integer with 1 F k F n. Let m and n be partitions of n y k
and k, respecti¤ely. Then
x m = x n › S n s g l x l,Ž . Ý mn
l
l w x w xwhere g is the number of semistandard tableaux T of shape l _ m andmn
Ž .weight n such that w T is a lattice permutation.
Using the Littlewood]Richardson rule for symmetric groups we can now
state a Littlewood]Richardson rule for Weyl groups of type B.
Žw x .PROPOSITION 3.5 16 , Satz 3.5.1 and Lemma 3.5.2 . Let 1 F k F n and
let x Ža
Ž1., a Ž2.. be a character of W and x d a character of S . Thennyk k
x a = x d ›Wn s gg Ž1.Ž1. Ž1. gg Ž2.Ž2. Ž2. g d Ž1. Ž2. x g ,Ž . Ý a b a b b b
b , g
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Ž Ž1. Ž2..where the sum runs o¤er all bipartitions b s b , b of k and g s
Ž Ž1. Ž2..g , g of n.
As a corollary of Proposition 3.5 we obtain the Branching rule for type
B.
Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž2..COROLLARY 3.6 Branching rule for type B . Let g s g , g be a
bipartition of n. Then
1.
x g x s x a ,ÝWny 1
a
Ž Ž1. Ž2..where the sum runs o¤er all bipartitions a s a , a of n y 1 such that
w Ž1.x w Ž2.x w Ž1.x w Ž2.xeither a or a can be obtained from g or g , respecti¤ely, by
remo¤ing a box.
2.
x g › s x a ,ÝWnq 1
a
Ž Ž1. Ž2..where the sum runs o¤er all bipartitions a s a , a of n q 1 such that
w Ž1.x w Ž2.x w Ž1.x w Ž2.xeither a or a can be obtained from g or g , respecti¤ely, by
adding a box.
Proof. For the first part, just set k s 1 in Proposition 3.5. The second
part follows using Frobenius reciprocity.
4. DECOMPOSITION NUMBERS OF B AND B
Ž .Ž1. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2.Let B s B and B s B be blocks of H W anda, s , s a, s , s F n
Ž . Ž .H W , respectively, which form a w : k -pair. In the following weF nyk i ii
Ž . Ž .denote induction from H W to H W followed by projection ontoF nyk F niBthe block B by › . Similarly we define x .B
LEMMA 4.1. Let l be a bipartition of n which lies in the block B and let
Ž .l s F l . ThenB, B
l l l B lS x s k ! S and S › s k ! S .F B i F F i F
Proof. We denote by Sl the KW -module which is parametrized byK W nn
l. It follows directly from Corollary 3.6 and the definition of F thatB, B
l lS x ( k !S [ X ,K W K W i K Wn nyk nyki i
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where no constituent of X is parametrized by a bipartition of n y ki
Ž .which lies in the block B. Hence, by 3.1 ,
l lS x ( k !S .K B i K
Ž .It follows directly from 3.2 that
l lS x s k ! S ,F B i F
which proves the first part. The second part follows in a similar way.
LEMMA 4.2. Let l be an e-regular a-bipartition of n which lies in the
block B. Then
l l l B lw x w xD x s k ! D and D › s k ! D .B i i
Proof. Let l , l , . . . , l be the e-regular a-bipartitions of n whichŽ1. Ž2. Ž r .
lie in the block B. Let F be a total order on l , l , . . . , l which isB Ž1. Ž2. Ž r .
an extension of the dominance order 1 of a-bipartitions of n. Byay
Lemma 1.6 and the definition of F , l , l , . . . , l is a complete listB, B Ž1. Ž2. Ž r .
of e-regular a-bipartitions of n y k which lie in the block B. We definei
a total order F on l , l , . . . , l by setting l F l if and onlyB Ž1. Ž2. Ž r . Ž i. B Ž j.
if l F l . By Lemma 1.6, the order F extends the dominance or-Ž i. B Ž j. B
der 1 on l , l , . . . , l . We assume that l F l F ??? F l .a Ž1. Ž2. Ž r . Ž r . B Ž ry1. B B Ž1.y
l l l lŽ1. Ž1. Ž1. Ž1.By Theorem 2.8, the modules S and S are simple, that is S ( DF F F
l lŽ1. Ž1.and S ( D . By Theorem 4.1,F
l l l B lŽ1. Ž1. Ž1. Ž1.w x w xD x s k ! D and D › s k ! D .B i i
Now let 1 - l - r. We assume that the statement holds for all bipartitions
w lŽ l . x w lŽ l . x ly1 w lŽ j. xl with j - l. Let S s D q Ý d D . ThenŽ j. F js1 l j
ly1
2l B l lŽ l . Ž1. Ž j.w x w xS x › s k ! D q d D .Ž . ÝF B i l jž /js1
On the other hand,
ly1
2l B l B lŽ l . Ž l . Ž j.w xS x › s D x › q k ! d D .Ž . ÝF B B i l j
js1
l B 2 lŽ l . Ž l .w x Ž . w xHence D x › s k ! D from which the first statement followsB i
immediately. The second statement is proved similarly.
COROLLARY 4.3. The blocks B and B ha¤e the same decomposition
matrices and the same Cartan matrices.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .5. RESTRICTION FROM H W TO H W m H SR n R nyk R R ki i
Ž .Ž1. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2.Let B s B and B s B be blocks of H W anda, s , s a, s , s F n
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž2..H W forming a w : k -pair. Let g s g , g be a bipartitionF nyk i ii
which lies in the block B. In the following we shall study how the
g girreducible character x of W restricts to W = S . By x x wen nyk k B=Si i k i
denote the sum of all constituents x a = x b of x g x such thatW =Sny k ki i
a is a bipartition which lies in the block B. It follows from Lemma 4.1 that
g g Ž .x x s x = w where g s F g and w is a character of S . ItB= S B, B kk ii
remains to determine w.
LEMMA 5.1.
g g d dx x s x = x 1 x .Ž .ÝB= S k i
d&k i
gProof. As we have seen above all constituents of x x are of theB= S k ig dform x = x for some d & k . Hence we have to determine for d & ki i
the inner products
g g dx x , x = x ,ž /W =Sny k k W =Si i nyk ki i
which we denote by a . By Proposition 3.5,ggd
g Ž1. g Ž2. d
Ž1. Ž1. Ž2. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2.a s g g g ,Ýggd g b g b b b
b
where the sum runs over all bipartitions b of k . Without loss of generalityi
Ž2. Ž2.we assume that i s 1. Then g s g . If a / 0 this implies thatggd
Ž2. Ž1. g Ž2. d
Ž2. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2.b & 0, b s d and therefore g s g s 1. Henceg b b b
g Ž1.
Ž1.a s g .ggd g d
g Ž1.
Ž1.By Proposition 3.4, g is the number of semistandard tableaux T ofg d
Ž1. Ž1.w x w x Ž .shape g _ g and weight d such that w T is a lattice permutation.
Ž1. Ž1.w x w xBy Note 1, all nodes of g _ g lie in different rows and columns.
Hence each lattice permutation of weight d arises from a semistandard
Ž1. Ž1.w x w xtableau T of shape g _ g and of weight d . Hence, a is equal toggd
the number of lattice permutations of weight d . By Note 3, there is a
bijection between lattice permutations of weight d and standard tableaux
of shape d . Hence a is the number of standard tableaux of shape dggd
w x d Ž .which, by 9, Theorem 8.4 is equal to x 1 . Hence the statement of the
lemma follows.
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g Ž . gLet D be a simple H W -module which lies in the block B and let PF n
be its projective cover. Let e be the block idempotent of the block B.F
Since O is a complete discrete valuation ring, we can lift e to a primitiveF
central idempotent e , and we denote the corresponding block ofO
gŽ .H W by B . We can lift the projective module P to a projectiveO nyk Oi
Ž . gH W -lattice which we denote by P . We shall need the followingO n O
Ž w x.generalization of Swan's Theorem see 1, Theorem 77.14 .
LEMMA 5.2. Let O be a discrete ¤aluation ring. We denote its field of
fractions by K. Let H be a Hecke algebra o¤er O and let H s H m K. WeO K O O
assume that H is semisimple. Let M, N be projecti¤e H -lattices such thatK O
M m K and N m K are isomorphic as H -modules. Then M and N areO O K
isomorphic as H -modules.O
ŽProof. Using the fact that the Cartan matrix of H is nonsingular seeO
w x. w7, Proposition 3.1 , this follows in exactly the same way as in 1, Theorem
x77.14 .
Using Lemma 5.2 we can prove the next lemma.
g gŽ .LEMMA 5.3. The B m H S -lattices P x and P mO O k O B mH Ž S . O Oi O O O k iŽ .H S are isomorphic.O k i
Proof. The module Pg m K can be decomposed as [ d Sl . TheO O lg Kl
g Ž .module P [ P x is a projective B m H S -lattice. ByO B m H Ž S . O O O kO O O k ii
Lemma 5.1, the module P m K can be decomposed intoO
d l dd x 1 S m S .Ž . Ž .[ [ lg K K K
l d&k i
By Corollary 4.3, this is equal to
d l dd x 1 S m S ,Ž . Ž .[ [ lg K K K
l d&k i
g gŽ . Ž Ž . . Ž .which is P m K m H S m K . Hence, P and P m H S areO K O k O O O O ki i
Ž . Ž .projective H W m H S -lattices which give rise to the same ordi-O nyk O O ki i
nary representation. Now, the lemma follows from Lemma 5.2
DEFINITION 5.4. Let M be a free O-module. An O-submodule N of M
Ž .is called O- pure in M if one of the following equivalent conditions is
satisfied
Ž .i N is a direct summand of M.
Ž .ii MrN is free.
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The importance of this concept comes from the fact that if N is a pure
submodule of M then N m F is a submodule of M m F.O O
Žw x w x.LEMMA 5.5 14, Theorem 17.3 and 5, Lemma 3.3 . Let H be a Hecke
algebra o¤er O and let M be an H-lattice. Let M m K s M [ M asO 1 2
H -modules. Then M contains an O-pure sublattice N such that for i sK i
1, 2, N m K ( M . If furthermore M and M do not ha¤e any commoni O i 1 2
constituents then the pure submodules N and N are uniquely determined.1 2
g g g gWe denote P m K and P m K by P and P , respectively. LetO O O O K K
g g g g g gP s S [ X and P s S [ X . Using Brauer reciprocity we can de-K K K K K K
g g gduce from Theorem 2.8 that S and S are not constituents of X andK K K
g g gX , respectively. Hence there exist unique O-pure sublattices X and XK O O
g g g g gof P and P , respectively, such that X s X m K and X m K. ItO O K O O O O
g g g gfollows that S is isomorphic to P rX and also that S is isomorphic toO O O O
g gP rX .O O
g Ž .LEMMA 5.6. The restriction of S to B m H S is isomorphic toO O O O k i
g Ž .S m H S .O O O k i
g g Ž .Proof. By Lemma 5.3, the modules P x and P m H SO B m H Ž S . O O O kO O O k ii
g Ž .are isomorphic. Hence, the restriction of X to B m H S is anO O O O k i
g Ž .O-pure sublattice of P m H S . By Lemma 5.1 and Corollary 4.3, aO O O k i
gdecomposition of X x m K is given byO B m O S LO O k i
d l d) d x 1 S m S .Ž . Ž . Ž .[ [ lg K K K
d&k < 4 il l/g
g gSince the modules X x m K and S x m K do notO B m H Ž S . O O B m H Ž S . OO O O k O O O ki i
have any common constituents, it follows from Lemma 5.5 that
g g Ž .X x m K is the unique O-pure sublattice of P m H SO B m H Ž S . O O O O kO O O k ii
gŽ .whose corresponding ordinary representation is given by ) . Now, X mO O
gŽ . Ž .H S is also an O-pure sublattice of P m H S whose correspond-O k O O O ki i
Ž .ing ordinary representation is isomorphic to ) . It follows from unique-
g g Ž .ness that X x and X m H S are isomorphic. The state-O B m H Ž S . O O O kO O O k ii
ment of the lemma follows by taking factor modules.
Reduction modulo the maximal ideal in O gives
g gS x ( S m H S . 1Ž .Ž .F Bm H Ž S . F F F kF F k ii
l g Ž .COROLLARY 5.7. The modules D x and D m H S areBm H Ž S . F F kF F k ii
isomorphic.
w x Ž .Proof. This follows similarly to 17, Corollary 3.2 using Eq. 1 .
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6. MORITA EQUIVALENCE
w xFollowing 17, Section 4 we shall show in this section that the blocks B
and B are Morita equivalent.
6.1. We shall construct a pair of exact functors
G
mod-B¡ mod-B,
XG
where each of G and GX is given as the composition of four functors Gj
and GX, respectively, where G is a left adjoint of GX. These functors act onj j j
the module categories
G1
mod-B¡ mod- H WŽ .F nXG1
G2
mod- H W ¡ mod- H W m H SŽ . Ž . Ž .F n F nyk F F kX i iG2
G3
mod- H W m H S ¡ mod- H WŽ . Ž . Ž .F nyk F F k F nykXi i iG3
G4
mod- H W ¡ mod-BŽ .F nyk Xi G4
and are defined as follows.
The functors G , GX , G , and GX are defined by the standard methods of1 1 4 4
passing between modules of an algebra and a block. Clearly, these functors
are exact.
The functors G and GX are defined by restriction and induction,2 2
w x Xrespectively. 3, Theorem 2.6 states precisely that G is left adjoint to G .2 2
Both functors are exact.
We shall now define the functors G and GX . Consider the right3 3
Ž . Žk i. Ž Žk i..U Ž .H S -module S ; its dual S is a left H S -module. For a givenF k F F F ki i
Ž . Ž .H W m H S -module M we defineF nyk F F ki i
UŽk .iG M s M m S .Ž . Ž .3 H Ž S . FF k i
Ž .For a given H W -module N we defineF nyk i
GX N s N m S Žk i. .Ž .3 F F
It is clear how to define G and GX on morphisms. The functor G is a left3 3 3
X w x Xadjoint to G and it follows as in 17, Sect. 4 , that G is exact and G G is3 3 4 3
exact on the image of G G . Hence the functors G s G G G G and2 1 4 3 2 1
GX s GX GX GX GX are exact and G is a left adjoint to GX.1 2 3 4
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6.2. In this paragraph we determine how the functors G and GX act on
the simple modules in B and B. By Corollary 5.7,
g gG G D x ( D m H SŽ . Ž .2 1 Bm H Ž S . F F kF F k ii
and therefore
Ug g Žk .iG D s D m H S m S ,Ž . Ž . Ž .F F k H Ž S . Fi F k i
gwhich is isomorphic to D .
X gŽ .In order to determine G D , we first note that
X X g g Žk .iG G S ( S m S .Ž .3 4 F F F
gŽ . Ž .We now consider the corresponding H W m H S -module S mK nyk K K k K Ki i
Žk . g Žk . Bi iS . By S m S › we denote the sum of all irreducible constituentsK K K K
l g Žk . H ŽW .i K nS of S m S › such that l lies in the block B. LetK K K K
g Žk . B liS m S › s a S ,[K K K l K
l
where the sum runs over all a-bipartitions of n which lie in the block B.
By 3.1 and Proposition 3.5,
lŽ1. lŽ2. Žk i.Ž1. Ž1. Ž2. Ž2. Ž1. Ž2.a s g g g .l g b g b b b
Since l lies in B s B Ž1. Ž2., we deduce that lŽ1. & a and lŽ2. & n y a.a, s , s
Ž .Without loss of generality we assume that B and B form a w : k -pair.1 1
Ž2. Ž2. Ž1. Ž .Then g & n-a. If a / 0 this implies that b & 0, b s k andl i
lŽ1.
Ž1.a s g .l g Žk .i
Ž .Since k has only one part it follows from Proposition 3.4 that a is eitheri l
Ž1. Ž1.0 or 1. The only partition l which can be obtained from g by adding
w Ž1.x Ž1. Ž1.k boxes to g and whose e-core is s , is g . Hencei
1, if l s g
a sl ½ 0, otherwise.
Using 3.2 we obtain
X g gG S s S .Ž .F F
w xNow we can proceed in the same way as in 12, 7.2 to prove that
X g gG D ( D .Ž .
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wThe main theorem of this section follows in exactly the same way as 17,
xTheorem 4.2 .
THEOREM 6.3. The blocks B and B are Morita equi¤alent.
6.4. Since O is complete, we can lift the block idempotents e and e toF F
Ž . Ž .block idempotents e and e of H W and H W . Let B and BO O O n O nyk O Oi
denote the corresponding blocks. The functors G and GX are induced by
bimodules, that is
G s M ‹ M m Q : mod-B “ mod-B andŽ .B B
X XG s N ‹ N m Q : mod-B “ mod-B,Ž .B B
where
UŽk .iQ s B m B m S andŽ .Ž .H ŽW .m H Ž S . F FF nyk F F ki i
X Žk .iQ s B m S m B.F F H ŽW .m H Ž S .F nyk F F ki i
It is not hard to see that the bimodules Q and QX can be lifted to O-free
XŽ . Ž .B y B - and B y B -bimodules Q and Q , which are given byO O O O O O
UŽk .iQ s B m B m S andŽ .Ž .O O H ŽW .m H Ž S . O O OO nyk O O ki i
X Žk .iQ s B m S m B .O O O O H ŽW .m H Ž S . OO nyk O O ki i
THEOREM 6.5. The blocks B and B are Morita equi¤alent.O O
Proof. Given the O-free bimodules Q and QX from 6.4 this followsO O
w xdirectly from 12, Proposition 9.1 .
7. THE MAIN THEOREM
 47.1. Let R g O, F . We divide the blocks of Hecke algebras of type B
Ž . Xover R with weight tuple w : w into families where two blocks B, B1 2
belong to the same family if there is a sequence
B s B , B , . . . , B s BX , L G 10 1 L
Ž .of blocks with weight tuple w : w such that for 1 F j F L the blocks1 2
Ž .B and B or B and B form a w : k -pair for some k G w .jy1 j j jy1 iŽ j. iŽ j. iŽ j. iŽ j.
By Theorem 6.3 and Theorem 6.5, all blocks in one family are Morita
equivalent.
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 4THEOREM 7.2. Let O and q, Q be as defined in 2.4. Let R g O, F . The
Ž .blocks of Hecke algebras of type B o¤er R with a gi¤en weight tuple w : w1 2
can be collected into families as described abo¤e. Each family consists
of Morita equi¤alent blocks. The number of such families is at most
2 e wŽ .Ž . xŁ Ł j y 1 w y 1 q 1 , and each family contains a block of someis1 js1 i
Ž . 2 2Ž .2Ž .2H W , where N is at most Ý e e y 1 w y 1 r4 q w e.R N is1 i i
Proof. The statement about the number of the families and the least
element contained in each such family is proven in exactly the same way as
w xin 17, Theorem 1 .
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